
Glitterati Contest Rulebook 
 

1. Eligibility 
1) To be eligible to compete in any official Toastmasters presentation contest, 

a member must: 
a) Be a paid member of the club, area, division, and district in which he or 

she is competing. 
b) Maintain eligibility at all levels of any contest. 

i) If at any level it is determined that a contesting team was ineligible to 
compete at any previous level, the contesting team must be 
disqualified. This disqualification must occur even if the ineligibility is 
discovered at a later level and has been corrected. 

2) Each presentation team must consist of 2-3 members of good standing from 
the same club. 

3) The composition of the team may change at each level of the contest. 
4) The final names of the team members along with the presentation must be 

shared with the admin atleast 24 hours prior to the contest. 
5) The following are ineligible to compete in any Toastmasters presentation 

contest: 
a) A member serving as a chief judge, voting judge or tiebreaking judge 

beyond the club level for a contest in which the member is still competing 
or intends to compete 

b) Incumbent international officers and directors  
c) Region advisors or region advisor applicants 
d) District officers whose terms expire June 30: 
e) District director 
f) Program quality director 
g) Club growth director 
h) Administration manager 
i) Finance manager 
j) Public relations manager 
k) Division director 
l) Area director 
m) International officer and director candidates  
n) Immediate past district directors 
o) Presenters of education sessions at the event at which the contest will be 

held, including area, division, and district events 
p) Contest chairs, chief judges, voting judges, tiebreaking judges, admins, 

counters, sergeants at arms and test speakers may not compete in the 
contest at which they are serving. 



6) Toastmasters who are members in more than one club and who meet all 
other eligibility requirements are permitted to compete in each club contest 
in which paid membership is held. 

7) No contesting team can compete in more than one area, even if the two 
areas are in different divisions or districts. 

8) Each contesting team must be physically present to compete beyond the 
club level. Participation through the use of live, online audio and video-
conferencing is permitted at club contests for clubs that allow online 
attendance at their meetings. Participation by audio tape, video tape, 
teleconference, Web cam, streaming audio, or other remote technology is 
not permitted. 

9) To be a chief judge, voting judge or tiebreaking judge at a Toastmasters 
presentation contest, you must meet all eligibility requirements identified 
below. 
a) At a club contest, be a paid member. 
b) At an area, division, or district contest: 
c) Be a paid member for a minimum of six months. 
d) Have completed a minimum of six presentation projects in Competent 

Communication. 
e) Be physically present at the contest for which you are serving. 

2. Selection Sequence 
1) Club, area, division, district. Each club in good standing is permitted to 

choose its contesting team for each area presentation contest by whatever 
means the club desires. If a contest is held, it must comply with the rules in 
this manual, and the contest result is final. The area presentation contest 
winner then proceeds to the division contest, if applicable. The division 
winner then proceeds to the district contest. 

2) Should a club, area or division contest winner be unable to participate in the 
next-level contest, the highest-placed available contesting team will 
advance to that level. 

3) Eight weeks prior to the area contest, if an area has four assigned clubs or 
fewer in good standing, districts have the option to allow two contesting 
teams from each club to compete in the area contest. 

4) Should additional clubs charter prior to the area contest, two contesting 
teams from each club are permitted to compete. 

5) In those divisions with four assigned areas or less, districts have the option 
to allow the two highest-placed available contesting teams from each area 
to compete. 



3. Presentation Subject and Preparation 
1) The subject of shall be selected by the contesting team. 
2) Each presentation must contain 20 slides (includes title and end of 

presentation slides if used), auto transitioning after every 15 seconds. 
3) Contesting teams must prepare their own presentations, and each must be 

substantially original. 
a) Twenty-five percent or less of the presentation may be devoted to 

quoting, para-phrasing, or referencing another person’s content. Any 
quoted, paraphrased, or referenced content must be so identified during 
the presentation. 

4) All contesting teams will speak from the same platform or area designated 
by the contest chair. 

5) The presentation slide should not share more than 40% content from any 
slide. 

4. General Procedure 
1) At each level of a Toastmasters presentation contest, a specified number of 

voting judges and officials are required. 
a) At club contests, a contest chair, chief judge, at least five voting judges, 

a tiebreaking judge, three counters, and two admins are appointed, 
unless impractical. 

b) At area contests, there shall be an equal number of voting judges from 
each club in the area, or a minimum of five voting judges. In addition to 
these voting judges, a contest chair, chief judge, tiebreaking judge, three 
counters, and two admins shall be appointed. 

c) At division contests, there shall be an equal number of voting judges from 
each area in the division, or a minimum of seven voting judges. In addition 
to these voting judges, a contest chair, chief judge, tiebreaking judge, 
three counters and two admins shall be appointed. No chief judge, voting 
judge or tiebreaking judge shall be a member of any club in which a 
contesting team is a member. 

d) At district contests, there shall be an equal number of voting judges from 
each division in the district, or a minimum of seven voting judges. In 
addition to these voting judges, a contest chair, chief judge, tiebreaking 
judge, three counters and two admins shall be appointed. No chief judge, 
voting judge or tiebreaking judge shall be a member of any club in which 
a contesting team is a member. 

2) Voting judges at all levels shall remain anonymous when practical. 
3) The presentations need to be sent to the admin atleast 24 hours prior to the 

contest and the admin must approve the presentation. 



4) The contest chair may appoint a contest Toastmaster to perform any of the 
chair's duties. In such cases, the term, "contest Toastmaster" should be 
considered synonymous with "contest chair." A contest Toastmasters is also 
ineligible to compete in the contest at which they are serving. 

5) Before the contest, contesting teams are briefed on the rules by the contest 
chair.  

6) Contesting teams will then draw for their speaking position with the contest 
chair. 

7) If a contesting team is absent from the briefing, the alternate speaker, if 
present, is permitted to attend the briefing in place of the primary contesting 
team. 
a) If the primary contesting team is not present when the person conducting 

the contest is introduced, the primary contesting team is disqualified and 
the alternate officially becomes the contesting team. 

b) Should the primary contesting team arrive after the briefing but before 
the person conducting the contest is introduced, the primary contesting 
team is permitted to compete, provided the primary contesting team: 

c) Reports to the contest chair upon his/her arrival. 
d) Has all required paperwork in good order before the person conducting 

the contest is introduced to begin the contest. 
e) Waives the opportunity of a briefing. 

8) Five seconds prior to the start of the presentation, the admin will display the 
green signal which will stay on for five seconds and will be brought down, 
as the slideshow starts. 

9) At the end of 5 minutes, the admin will clap out the contesting team. 
10) In the event of power failure or any form of technical interruption of the 

slideshow, the presentation will be restarted once the failure is restored. 
11) There will be one minute of silence between contesting team presentations, 

during which voting judges and the tiebreaking judge will mark their ballots. 
All voting judges and the tiebreaking judge will judge all contesting teams; 
the chief judge does not judge contesting teams. 

12) When the last contesting team finishes speaking, the contest chair will ask 
for silence until the ballot counters have collected all ballots. 

13) In order for a ballot to be valid, judges shall: 
a) Complete their ballots by entering their choices for first, second, and 

third place.  
b) Sign and print their names on the ballot. 

14) When voting judges have finished marking their ballots, they shall tear off 
the bottom portion of the ballot, place it in the provided envelope, and hold 
up the envelope for the ballot counters to collect. 

15) The top portion of the ballot is not provided to the ballot counters and must 
be discreetly discarded by the voting judge after the contest. 

16) The chief judge personally collects the tiebreaking judge’s ballot, which must 
contain all contesting teams ranked in order by the tiebreaking judge. 



17) The top portion of the ballot is not provided to the chief judge and must be 
discreetly discarded by the tiebreaking judge after the contest. 

18) As the voting judges and the tiebreaking judge are completing their ballots 
at the end of the contest, the admins complete the timing record sheet, 
place it in the provided envelope, and hand it to the chief judge. 

19) Once all of the ballots have been collected, the ballot counters and the chief 
judge will leave the contest area and proceed to the counting room. 

20) In the counting room, the ballot counters will tabulate the results of the 
contest using the Counter’s Tally Sheet. 

21) Once the results have been tabulated and verified, the chief judge records 
the ranking of all contesting teams on the Notification of Contest Winner 
form, which is submitted to the contest chair of the next. The chief judge 
records the names of the winners in reverse order on the Results Form and 
gives it to the contest chair. 

22) All ballots and the tally sheet will be kept by the chief judge until after 
the winners have been announced. 

23) After the winners have been announced, the chief judge will destroy all 
ballots, the timing record, and the tally sheet. 

24) After the conclusion of the contesting team interviews, the contest chair 
announces the winners of the contest in reverse order reading from the 
Results Form. 
a) In contests with five or more participants, a third-place winner, a second-

place winner, and a first-place winner will be announced. 
b) In contests with four or fewer participants, a second-place winner and a 

first-place winner will be announced. 
c) Occasionally, a contest will be held with only one contesting team. In such 

cases, a contest must still be held, and the contesting team must be 
disqualified if he or she does not meet the timing, originality, and 
eligibility requirements. 

25) Announcement of contest winners is final unless the list of winners is 
announced incorrectly, in which case the chief judge, ballot counters, or 
admins are permitted to immediately interrupt to correct the error. 

5. Protests and Disqualifications 
1) Protests are limited to eligibility and originality and shall only be lodged by 

voting judges and contesting teams. Any protest shall be lodged with the 
chief judge and/or contest chair prior to the announcement of the winner 
and alternate(s). 

2) Before a contesting team can be disqualified on the basis of originality, the 
contesting team must be given an opportunity to respond to the voting 
judges. A majority of the voting judges must concur in the decision to 
disqualify. 



3) The contest chair can disqualify a contesting team on the basis of eligibility.  
4) All decisions of the voting judges and qualifying judges are final. 
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